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professional spa collectionprofessional spa collection
Biossentials was founded in 1999 by natural health 
care practitioners Dr. Lynn Lim and Joanne Bruce ND.  
Our name meaning ‘life essentials’ reflects our belief 
in the power of nature and the purity she offers. Built 
on a foundation of health and wellness that balances 
eastern and western philosophies, Biossentials 
cruelty free spa, body and facial products are purely 
derived from natural botanical and mineral sources. 
Our products are free from animal ingredients and 
many are formulated with pure essential oils.

The Professional Spa Collection range provides
vibrant treatment options for spa and beauty. Our
innovative and fresh approach ensures effective 
botanical products that deliver results gently, as 
nature intended. And the versatility offered
by our genuine DIY methods provide uniquely  
individual experiences thru a customised and 
holistic approach to spa treatments and services.

OUR PRODUCTS

Nature is fragrant, beautiful, pure and simple. The 
scent of a pine forest, the refreshing aroma 
of rosemary or the sweet ethearal fragrance 
of jasmine are nature’s therapy for the senses 
- Aromatherapy. The vibration and energy of 
the natural world are reflected in Biossentials 
products and our DIY methods invite participation 
in the creation of customised spa or beauty 
treatments not simply scooping them ready made 
from a tube or jar. 

Created with heart our nature inspired 
Professional Spa Collection range of spa, body
and beauty products includes:
•  100% Pure Therapeutic Essential Oils
•  100% Pure Therapeutic Essential Oil Blends
•   Aromatherapy Body & Massage Oils
•   Aromatherapy Facial Care Collection
•   Tropical Spa Traditional Body Treatments
•   Aromatherapy Body Scrubs
•   Slimming & Detox Marine Products
•   Body Care Moisturising Lotions & Creams
•   Foot & Hand Spa Solutions
•   Hair Care Products
•   Spa Accessories, Furniture, Spa Supplies

OUR SUPPORT

As a Biossentials partner you are assured of
professional support from our helpful, friendly 
staff. We offer hands-on product knowledge
and training as well as comprehensive professional 
training manuals to ensure you have all the 
information at hand to deliver the best treatments 
for your clients. Our popular DVD training series 
provides valuable visual support for ongoing 
therapist practice.

To enhance retail sales revenues our marketing 
support assistance provides product knowledge 
and awareness that will drive the best possible 
sales results for your operations. 
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OUR SERVICES

Whether you are an existing spa operation 
looking to revive and refresh current facilities 
or a new spa owner seeking expert advice 
and guidance our experienced in-house team 
offers solutions to meet your needs and 
expectations.

OUR COMMITMENT

Our commitment to nature is our number one 
priority. Created with heart, our customised 
spa products are produced in small batches 
for optimum freshness and vibrant energy. 
Accredited Cruelty Free, they are free from 
animal ingredients for your peace of mind.

Our therapeutic grade essential oils are 
sourced directly from growers and distillers 
around the world and to ensure every oil 
meets our strict quality commitment every 
batch is tested for purity and authenticity.

We care for our environment and minimise 
wasteful packaging practices, use recycled 
materials where possible and ensure our 
product ingredients are earth friendly.
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quality commitmentquality commitment3

At Biossentials we are passionately commited to 
ensuring quality, authenticity and effectiveness 
is the basis for everything that we do. Whether it is 
our products or our services these fundamentals 
together with our vibrant and fresh nature-inspired 
philosophy provide a simple, pure and effective 
approach for the spa and body care professional.

CRUELTY FREE

Our products are never tested on animals nor do 
they contain animal derived ingredients. We have 
been Accredited Cruelty Free since 1996. 
Accreditation ensures we are more than just words 
on a page, we actively stand by our commitment. 
Find out more at: www.choosecrueltyfree.org.au

INGREDIENT & PACKAGING

We take care to ensure our environmentally 
friendly product range does not contain harmful 
and irritating chemicals, artificial fragrances & 
colourings and petrochemical ingredients. We 
minimise wasteful packaging practices, use 
recycled materials where possible and ensure 
our ingredients are earth friendly.

THE QUALITY DIFFERENCE

We believe the quality difference starts at the
very beginning from sourcing of authentic 
ingredients thru to formulating, blending, testing 
and finally packaging. Every step of the way a 
quality process ensures consistency, reliability 
and dependability.

Our Australian products are produced in a fully
accredited T.G.A (Therapeutic Goods Administration) 
facility regulated by the Australian Department of 
Health. Stringent quality systems and regular third 
party audits ensure all products meet consistent 
quality standards. Our manufacturing facility is also 
accredited under the code of Good Manufacturing 
Practice (G.M.P.) an internationally recognised 
standard. All traditional products sourced within 
Asia are produced in G.M.P accredited facilities 
assuring the highest quality standards are met 
across our entire range of products.

More than ever before there is global shift towards 
increasing safety regulations including registration 
of consumer products, documentation and compliance 
requirements. Our Quality Assurance Team ensures 
our range meets these international standards for 
the highest professional expectations.



ESSENTIAL OILS

Biossentials Professional Standard
essential oils are sourced directly from 
diverse growers and distillers around the 
world. Like fine wine, every genuine oil 
has unique characteristics including odour, 
viscosity and colour which will vary from 
year to year.

To ensure purity and authenticity every oil 
undergoes meticulous testing and analysis 
by the latest state of the art equipment 
including GC/MS technology. As a result, 
we not only guarantee the purity and 
authenticity of every oil in our range, we 
ensure full traceability by providing a batch 
number and use by date.
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6 POINT CRITERIA FOR ESSENTIAL OILS

To meet the stringent demands of the professional 
aromatherapist, there are six requirements that
an essential oil needs to meet so it can be used 
with confidence. 

BIO - TYPE

Not only does an oil have to come from a defined 
botanical species but also from a particular genetic 
strain. This is particularly important when selecting
from the wide variation that occurs within wild 
growing plants eg: Melaleuca alternifolia

CHEMO - TYPE

The same botanical species can often produce 
completely different constituents. These differences 
may be simple or dramatic. It is essential to have 
the expertise to identify and interpret this 
information to ensure what is being supplied to 
the consumer.

GEO - TYPE

Often an oil from a particular area is of a superior 
quality although all other factors may be the 
same. The oil becomes known by the area it 
comes from. This may be due to the environment, 
the genetics or the particular distillation technique.

COMPLETE OR WHOLE

The oil should be from a single distillation and 
should not be rectified. A few examples may be 
acceptable (e.g Bergamot Non-phototoxic) but 
they should be identified.

WILD OR ORGANIC

Where possible, wild growing plants are selected 
for distillation. When wild types are not available, 
farmers are commissioned who don’t use pesticides 
or chemical fertilizers. Organic oils carry the 
approved Australian Certification from the BFA.

ANALYSIS

Every essential oil is tested in Australia with the 
most advanced state of art equipment in the world. 
This includes combining Mass Spectrometry, on-
line computer searching and multi-dimensional GC.

ORGANIC CERTIFICATION

The Australian certifying body, the Biological Farmers 
Association (BFA) provides a certification for approved 
products known as the Australian Certified Organic 
(ACO). Globally, there are many certifying bodies; 
some who work in conjunction with BFA and many 
who do not. Thus some of our organic products 
may be certified outside the BFA organisation,
for example ECOCERT.
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essential oilsessential oils
Biossentials Spa Collection Pure Essential Oils are derived from the precious living energy of plants 
including flowers, needles, bark, root, fruit rinds or resin. Every Biossentials Professional Standard 
Therapeutic essential oil is produced from a single distillation and is not diluted, modified, blended 
or adulterated. Sourced directly from growers and distillers around the world every oil is meticulously 
analysed using the latest state-of-the-art GC-MS technology and meets strict criteria to ensure quality 
and authencity. Some organically grown oils are now available. Every oil is packaged in an amber 
glass bottle with tamper evident seal and dripulator and includes a batch number and use by date.

• Available in professional 50ml size as indicated. 
• Larger volume oils available upon request.
• 10ml size available in retail packaging

PURE ESSENTIAL OILS

Basil
Bergamot Calabrian
Black Pepper
Cedarwood Atlas
Chamomile Roman 3%
Citronella Ceylon
Clary Sage
Clove Bud
Cypress Provence
Eucalyptus ORGANIC
Fennal Sweet
Frankincense / Olibanum
Geranium
Ginger
Grapefruit
Jasmine 3%
Juniperberry Extra
Lavender

BOTANICAL NAME

Ocimum basilicum
Citrus aurantium ssp bergamia

Piper nigrum
Cedrus atlantica
Anthemis nobilis

Cymbopogon nardus
Salvia aromaticum

Syzgium aromaticum
Cupressus sempervirens

Eucalyptus radiata ssp radiata
Foeniculum vulgare

Boswellia carterii
Pelargonium graveolens

Zingiber officinale
Citrus X. paradisi

Jasminum officinale
Juniperus communis

Lavandula angustifolia

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

India
Italy

Cochin
Morocco

France/Switzerland
Sri Lanka
Bulgaria

Madagascar
France

Australia
France
India

Various
Cochin

Australia
Egypt/India
Himalayas
Bulgaria

ORDER CODE

SCEOBAS10
SCEOBERG10/50
SCEOPEPB10
SCEOCEDA10
SCEDCHAR10
SCEOCITC10
SCEOCLAB10
SCEOCLOBE10
SCEOCYP10
SCEOEUCRO10/50
SCEOFEN10
SCEOFRA5
SCEOGER10/50
SCEOGIN10/50
SCEOGRA10/50
SCEDJAS10
SCEOJUNE10
SCEOLAV10/50

BIOSSENTIALS SPA COLLECTION ESSENTIAL OILS
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ORDER CODE

SCEOBAS10
SCEOBERG10/50
SCEOPEPB10
SCEOCEDA10
SCEDCHAR10
SCEOCITC10
SCEOCLAB10
SCEOCLOBE10
SCEOCYP10
SCEOEUCRO10/50
SCEOFEN10
SCEOFRA5
SCEOGER10/50
SCEOGIN10/50
SCEOGRA10/50
SCEDJAS10
SCEOJUNE10
SCEOLAV10/50

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

Bulgaria
Australia
Cochin
Cochin
Mexico

Australia
Egypt

France
Tunisia

Australia
Himalayas
Indonesia

USA
Italy
Tyrol

Bulgaria
France
Spain
India

Australia
Australia

Spain
Indonesia

Madagascar

ORDER CODE

SCEOLAVO10/50
SCEOLEMO10/50
SCEOLEMGNO10/50
SCEOLEMGC50
SCEOLIM10
SCEOMAN10
SCEOMARM10
SCEOMYR10
SCEDNER10
SCEOORAS10/50
SCEOPALM10
SCEOPAT10/50
SCEOPERM10/50
SCEOPETB10
SCEOPINS10
SCEDROS10
SCESROSG10/50
SCEOROSMMO10/50
SCEOSANE5
SCEOSANWA10
SCEOTEAO10/50
SCEOTHY10
SCEOVETB10
SCEOYLAC10/50

BOTANICAL NAME

Lavandula angustifolia
Citrus limonum

Cymbopogon flexuosus
Cymbopogon flexuosus

Citrus aurantifolia
Citrus reticulata

Origanum marjorana
Commiphora molmol

Citrus aurantium var amara
Citrus sinensis

Cymboogon martinii var motia
Pogostemon cablin
Mentha X. piperita

Citrus aurantium var amara
Pinus sylverstris

Rosa damascena
Pelargonium graveolens l’Her

Rosmarinus officinalis
Santalum album

Santalum spicatum
Melaleuca alternifolia

Thymus vulgaris
Vetiveria zizanioides

Cananga odorata

PURE ESSENTIAL OILS

Lavender ORGANIC
Lemon Cold Pressed ORGANIC
Lemongrass ORGANIC
Lemongrass Cochin
Lime Cold Pressed
Mandarin 
Marjoram Marjorana
Myrrh
Neroli 3%
Orange, Sweet ORGANIC
Palmerosa
Patchouli
Peppermint Mitcham
Petitgrain Bigarde
Pine
Rose Damascena 3%
Rose Geranium
Rosemary ORGANIC
Sandalwood - East Indian
Sandalwood - Australian
Tea Tree ORGANIC
Thyme - Red
Vetiver
Ylang Ylang Complete ORGANIC
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essential oil blendsessential oil blends
Biossentials Spa Collection Aromatherapy Blends are 100% pure and natural essential oil blends 
especially formulated by professionals to deliver the benefits of Aromatherapy. They are available 
in concentrated form or ready-to-use pre-blended professional massage oils to complement the 
body care professional. 

• Spa collection blend concentrates are available in 10ml and 50ml size with exception of 
Purifying Juniper & Heavenly Rose available in 50ml

BALANCE   |   SCMCWBAL10 / 50
with Bergamot, Clary Sage & Geranium
Balance blend contains essential oils traditionally 
used to balance and harmonise. Use with 
massage for PMS, painful periods, fluid 
retention. In aroma burner or bath creates a 
balancing mood that relaxes and soothes. 

BODY TONE   |   SCMCBOT10 / 50
with Black Pepper, Fennel & Grapefruit
Contains essentials oils traditionally used for 
their warming, stimulating and skin toning 
properties. Use along with proper nutrition and 
exercise to tone and firm orange peel skin. 
Blend with carrier oil and massage daily. May 
alternate with Circulation blend.

BREATHE   |   SCMCBRE10 / 50
with Eucalyptus, Myrtle & Sea Pine
A refreshingly vibrant and cleansing blend to 
soothe and cleanse. For colds and flus, use as 
a steam tissue inhalation or dilute in carrier oil 
as a chest rub. Diffused in an aroma-burner for 
antiseptic effect and to clean the air.

BUG OFF   |   SCMCBUG10 / 50
with Eucalyptus, Citronella & Lemongrass
The natural remedy with oils that defer the 
presence of insects and bugs. Use in aroma 
burner, room spray or apply with lotion / oil 
when going outdoors. 

JETLAG / CIRCULATION   |   SCMCCIR10 / 50
with Cajeput, Cypress & Petitgrain
Use with massage for sluggish circulation, 
congestion and after air travel. Contains 
essential oils traditionally used with massage
as a lymphatic and circulatory stimulant and 
decongestant. Blend with carrier oil and use with 
lymphatic drainage massage.

CONCENTRATE   |   SCMCCON10 / 50
with Lemon, Peppermint & Rosemary
A great wake-up blend to clear and refresh the 
mind. Research indicates essential oils can 
enhance study, stimulate the brain and improve 
work efficiency. Useful wherever clarity and 
concentration is needed at home or office. Use 
in aroma burner.
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SPORTS RUB / REVIVE RUB with Nutmeg, Rosemary & Tropical Basil   |   SCMCMUS10 / 50
Bring warming comfort to general aches and pains with a soothing massage. Contains essential 
oils traditionally used for temporary relief of muscular tension. Massage well into affected area. 
Also useful as a compress.

PEACEFUL with Lavender, Marjoram & Sandalwood   |   SCMCPSLE10 / 50
Traditional properties to relax, soothe and bring a sense of calm. Great for children too. Diffuse 
before sleep or place on tissue near pillow. 

RELAX with Lavender, Mandarin & Patchouli   |   SCMCREL10 / 50
For general well-being. Soothing and calming properties reflect the traditional qualities of true 
lavender to encourage relaxation and serenity. Nurturing and grounding properties balance and 
refresh the spirit.

HEAVENLY ROSE with Damask Rose, Rose Geranium & Ylang Ylang   |   SCMCHR10 / 50
A beautiful and luxurious blend of premium essentials oils.  Skin Firming and relaxing properties 
with the benefits of pure rose for general massage and breast firming massage. Other uses: 
natural purfume, manicure & pedicure scrubs and for a fragrant bath. 

PURIFYING JUNIPER with Juniper, Cypress & Grapefruit   |   SCMCPJ10 / 50
To cleanse and purify. Contains essential oils to benefit toning and slimming treatments and to 
detoxify. Use with lymphatic drainage massage and for slimming, toning and stimulating treatments.  

1
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massage oils
Biossentials Spa Collection Professional Massage Oils have been formulated by Aromatherapy 
experts to deliver the benefits of essential oils for a range of situations. 100% pure and 
natural, each massage oil contains specially selected essential oils and cold pressed carrier 
oils to soothe, hydrate and enhance skin texture. Well absorbed with a non greasy effect.

Each ready to use body oil contains a blend of 100% pure and natural essential oil 
concentrates blended in a base of easy wash premium carrier oil to complement the 
body care professional. 

• Available in 1litre packaging
• Also available in 100ml size retail packaging
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BALANCE   |   SCMBBAL1L
with Bergamot, Clary Sage & Geranium
Balance blend contains essential oils traditionally 
used to balance and harmonise. For PMS, 
painful periods, fluid retention, menopause 
massage into tummy area or use for a relaxing 
and soothing general massage.

BODY TONE   |   SCMBBOT1L
with Black Pepper, Fennerl & Grapefruit 
Contains essentials oils traditionally used for 
their warming, stimulating and skin toning 
properties. Use along with proper nutrition and 
exercise to tone and firm orange peel skin. 
Massage daily. May alternate with Circulation 
body oil.

JETLAG / CIRCULATION  |   SCMBCIR1L
with Cajeput, Cypress & Petitgrain
Use with massage for sluggish circulation, 
congestion and after air travel. Contains 
essential oils traditionally used with massage
as a lymphatic and circulatory stimulant and 
decongestant. Use with lymphatic drainage 
massage.

SPORTS RUB / REVIVE RUB   |   SCMBMUS1L
with Nutmeg, Rosemary & Tropical Basil
Bring warming comfort to general aches and 
pains with a soothing massage. Contains 
essential oils traditionally used for temporary 
relief of muscular tension.  Massage well into 
affected area.

RELAX   |   SCMBREL1L
with Lavender, Mandarin & Patchouli
For general well-being. Soothing and calming 
properties reflect the traditional qualities of true 
lavender to encourage relaxation and serenity. 
Nurturing and grounding properties balance and 
refresh the spirit.

LEMONGRASS & PEPPERMINT   |   
SCMBLGP1
Stimulating · Refreshing · Cooling
Lemongrass and Peppermint Massage Oil with 
its fresh and uplifting natural aromatherapy 
actions is stimulating, refreshing and cooling to 
the body. This combination of pure essential oils 
has traditionally been used to boost energy and, 
with actions of massage, improve circulation, 
bring relief to aches and pains, awaken the 
senses and recharge the body. 
Contains Sunflower, Soya Bean and Coconut 
carrier oils blended with 100% pure essential oil 
of Lemongrass and Peppermint. 

LAVENDER   |   SCMBLAV1
De-stress · Relaxing · Calming
An ever-popular aroma, Lavender Massage Oil 
with its gentle actions is generally safe to use 
for children, adults and the elderly. Lavender 
is traditionally used to help calm and relax the 
body and mind with its soothing, floral fragrant 
scent. An excellent oil of choice to soothe the 
skin after too much time out in the sun. 
Contains Sunflower, Soya Bean and Coconut 
carrier oils blended with 100% pure essential oil 
of Lavender.  



Biossentials Spa Collection Cold Pressed Carrier Oils have superior nutritive and moisturising 
qualities. The low heat extraction process ensures every plant oil retains its natural vitamin, nutrient 
and anti-oxidant properties to enhance the healing benefits when combined with pure essential 
oils.

1
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ALMOND SWEET OIL   |   
SCVOALMP1L / 5L / 10L
An excellent carrier oil for face and body 
massage. Exceptional emollient properties, 
softens, reconditions and moisturises the
skin. Good for irritated, chapped or dry skin.
• Available in professional 1ltr, 5ltr & 10ltr pack
sizes

VIRGIN COCONUT OIL   |   SCVOCOCVIL1L
Extracted using traditional methods to ensure 
maximum benefits for beauty, health and balance. 
Does not clog pores. Widely used in hair and skin 
care. Blend with other carrier oils for massage.
• Available in professional 1ltr pack size

GRAPESEED OIL   |   SCVOGRA2L
A light, well absorbed general massage oil 
high in linoleic acid and some Vitamin E. 
Astringent qualities useful for oily skin. Suitable
for all skin types.
• Available in professional 1 ltr and 5ltr pack size

COCONUT REFINED OIL   |   
SCVOCOCR1 / 5 / 10
Expellar pressed with additional processes to 
give it a light texture, low odour profile and 
high resistance to rancidity. It is perfect for 
massage, hair and beauty applications. 
• Available in professional 1ltr, 5ltr & 10ltr pack
sizes

JOJOBA OIL   |   SCVOJOJ100 / 1L
A light, pure liquid wax rich in Vitamin E that 
closely resembles the skin sebum. Excellent 
skin care properties with a long history of use to 
help nourish and protect skin and hair from the 
elements.
• Available in professional 100ml & 1ltr pack sizes

ROSEHIP OIL ORGANIC  |   SCVOROS100
Very high in EFAs which are found useful to 
assist dry, irritated and weathered skin. It has 
been used for scars, burns and stretchmarks 
and may be beneficial to improve the appearance 
of fine lines and wrinkles.
• Available in professional 100ml pack size

SESAME OIL   |   SCVOSES1L
An important aspect of Ayurveda. Its properties 
have been recognised for thousands of years and
are particularly popular in India. It is easily absorbed 
and rich in antioxidant properties, vitamins and 
minerals.
• Available in professional 1ltr pack size

SOYA BEAN OIL ORGANIC   |   
SCVOSOYO1L  / 5L / 10L
Soya bean cold pressed has exceptionally high 
levels of natural vitamin E, lecithin and omega 3 
essential fatty acids. It absorbs well into the 
skin and is beneficial for all skin types.
• Available in professional 1ltr, 5ltr & 10ltr pack

sizes

carrier oils



EASY GLIDE MASSAGE OIL
SCVOEG1L / 5L / 10L

The perfect carrier oil for massage

EASY GLIDE MASSAGE OIL is the perfect carrier 
oil for massage. It provides a superior slip and 
glide with a light, non-greasy feel. This massage 
oil contains a special combination of nourishing 
vegetable carrier oils  selected for their light texture 
and antioxidant properties to benefit the condition 
of the skin during massage or when used as a 
moisturising body oil. Its eco-friendly formula 
enables easier washing for your towels and linens. 

Suitable for all skin types. Add your selected 
Biossentials pure essential oil or blend to create a
personalised and targeted therapeutic massage 
oil.

Contains: Caprylic / Capric Trigalycerides, 
Sunflower Oil, Soya Bean Oil, Coconut Refined 
Oil, Laureth-4, Vitamin E

• Available in professional 1L, 5L and 10L

EASY WASH MASSAGE OIL 

SCVOEASY1L / 5L / 10L

Easy to clean water dispersible carrier oil

EASY WASH MASSAGE OIL is one of our top 
selling massage oils. Easy Wash is created 
to help eliminate smelly or stained linens and 
uniforms. It contains cold pressed carrier oils and 
a vegetable derived water dispersant to enable 
easier washing. What’’s more, Easy Wash is 
friendly to our waterways and marine life. 

With nourishing and moisturising qualities, this 
massage oil leaves a smooth, non-greasy finish 
on the skin and blends well with essential oils. 
It is suitable for all skin types. 

Contains: Soya Bean Oil, Sweet Almond Oil, 
Sorbitan Trioleate, Wheat Germ Oil, Jojoba 
Oil, Rosehip, Vitamin E

• Available in professional 1L, 5L and 10L

blended carrier oils 1
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Create a healthy and relaxing aromatic environment in your spa, salon, business or home with 
Biossentials 100% natural essential oils and our new multi functional Ultrasonic Aroma Diffuser.

The heat-free aromatherapy diffusers use ultrasonic vibrations (up to 2.5 million vibrations per 
second) to instantly break down essential oils and water into tiny micro-particles dispersing them 
into the air in a fine aromatic mist. The mist penetrates the air more effectively, is absorbed more 
easily and optimises the therapeutic benefits of Biossentials pure essential oils.

The Benefits of Ultrasonic Diffusion include: Immediately creates a natural aromatic atmosphere
• Purifies the environment and minimises pollutants • Heat-free for greater therapeutic benefits
• Moisturises the skin from drying effects of air conditioning • No candles, quiet, safe and effective 
• Auto shut off when waterless • Calming mood light options to create the ambience you desire.

ultrasonic ultrasonic 
aroma diffusersaroma diffusers

PROFESSIONAL DIFFUSER
VDPROLM168

500ml capacity / Ultrasonic rate 2.4MHZ
Max time 10 hours, Auto off when waterless
9 coloured or warm light, independent light control
Adjustable mist (High / Low)
Effective area: Aroma 40M2, Humidity 25M2
Product Size (mm): Ø 168 x 121
Power: AC100-240V DC: 24V 650MA

1
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AMBIANCE ULTRASONIC 
DIFFUSER
VDAMBLM008

120ml capacity / Ultrasonic rate 2.4MHZ
Max time 6 hours, Auto off when waterless
3 coloured lights, independent light control
Effective area: Aroma 15M2, Humidity 8M2
30 second intermittent cycle mist
Product Size (mm): Ø 100 x 140
Power: AC100-240V DC: 12V 1A

MINI USB ULTRASONIC 
DIFFUSER
VDMNLM002

100ml capacity / Ultrasonic rate 2.4MHZ
With USB C connector for laptop and car
Working time 4H-5H, auto off when waterless
Changing LED coloured lights
Product Size (mm): 12mm (H) x 8.5mm (W)
Power : 5W

ultrasonicultrasonic
aroma diffusersaroma diffusers

NEW DESIGN

1
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AROMA-GLOW ULTRASONIC CERAMIC 
DIFFUSER

VDPR145CS

280ml capacity / Ultrasonic rate 2.4MHZ 
Operating time 12 hour continuous 

24 hours intermittent mode
Warm lighting

Timer mode: 1H / 3H / 8H
Comes with power adapter

Product Size (mm): 148 x 148 x 125 
Power: DC24V, 12W

LUMA AROMA ULTRASONIC CERAMIC 
DIFFUSER

VDPR320CS

100ml capacity / Ultrasonic rate 2.4MHZ
7 colourful changeable LED lights

Max time 6 hours, Auto off when waterless
Mist mode intermittent / continuous

Comes with power adapter
Product Size (mm): 70 (L) X 153 (H)
Power: DV24V / 0.65A / 8W / 2.4HZ

Our new ceramic ultrasonic aromatherapy diffusers 
will create an elegant ambience to any environment.



Biossentials Aromatherapy Facial Treatments with certified organic ingredients utilise the 
intrinsic healing powers of nature to benefit a wide range of skin types. Every facial care 
product in the professional range is easily personalised to provide a multitude of natural 
treatment possibilities. What’s more, Biossentials ‘fresh is best’ philosophy minimises 
loading the skin with unnecessary harsh chemicals, artificial preservatives and stabilising 
ingredients found in most ready-to-use products. 

Pure essential oils and botanicals rich in phytonutrients contain enzymes, vitamins, 
anti-oxidants and minerals that work together in perfect synergy to energise skin cells, 
stimulate circulation, enhance elimination and encourage regeneration.

A full range of retail products are available for daily home use to enhance the benefits of 
Biossentials salon treatments.

facial care collection
NEW
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cert i f ied organic ingredients

cert i f ied organic ingredients
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CLEANSING LOTION 
SCFCCLE1L

Gently natural, Biossentials skin friendly 
natural cleansing lotion removes impurities 
from the skin leaving it soft and smooth. 
Actives aloe vera, almond and sesame oils 
soften and hydrate. Fragrance free for even 
the most sensitive skins. Does not contain 
petroleum derived ingredients, colourings, 
animal ingredients, parabens, propylene glycol
or other harsh chemicals.
• 1ltr salon pack size with dispensing pump

FACIAL CLEANSING FOAM
for acneic / congested skin
SCFCLFF350

Biossentials purifying Facial Cleansing Foam
effectively removes excess oil and pore clogging
impurities that can lead to skin irritation and 
imperfections. The rich lathering foam infused 
with Organic Bergamot and Lavender pure 
essential oils effectively cleanses the skin leaving 
it refreshed and comfortable. Soap-free, does 
not contain SLS, ALS or parabens.
• Available in 350ml refill salon pack size.
To dispense use 150ml retail product.

EXFOLIATING FACIAL POLISH
SCFCFPS100

Exfoliating facial polish contains beautifully 
fragrant 100% natural exfoliating granules that 
lift grime and dead skin cells. Add a pinch of 
facial polish to fragrance free cleansing lotion, 
blend gently and apply to the face.
Contains: Pine powder and ground rose petals 
with refreshing lavender & lime essential oils.
• Available in 100gm salon pack size

ESSENTIAL MOISTURISER
SCFCEML1L

Essential moisturiser is an important element 
in Biossentials natural skin care treatments. 
Fragrance free our 100% natural premium lotion 
provides essential moisturising actions. 
Especially suited to facial care, this 
well absorbed skin friendly lotion contains 
macadamia, coconut and almond plant oils. 
Completely free of mineral oils, animal ingredients, 
artificial fragrances, parabens or harsh chemicals..
• 1ltr salon pack size with dispensing pump
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facial carefacial care
floral watersfloral waters
organicorganic
Biossentials floral waters are genuine 
100% pure hydrosols derived from the 
steam distillation of aromatic plants 
and flowers. The most soothing water 
soluble compounds found in the plant 
including small amounts of essential 
oils are naturally contained in the floral 
waters. Alcohol free, pure floral waters 
gently tone, hydrate and refresh the skin. 
Use in facial and body masque treatments 
and daily as a natural hydrating skin toner.   
Chemical free, does not contain additives, 
alcohol, colourings, synthetic fragrances 
or preservatives.

• Available in 1ltr salon pack size
• Also available in 100ml retail packaging
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CHAMOMILE BLEND PURE FLORAL WATER 
ORGANIC
SCFCPFWCHAMO1L

A combination of German Chamomile, Bulgarian 
Damask Rose and Lavender certified organic 
floral waters that are especially soothing and 
gentle for sensitive and delicate skin. Also useful 
for tired and red eyes due to strain, allergy or 
airborne pollution. 

DAMASK ROSE PURE FLORAL WATER
ORGANIC
SCFCPFWROSO1L

Created from the distillation of exquisite 
Bulgarian Damask Rose Essential Oil. Contains 
humectant properties useful for dry, dehydrated, 
sensitive and couperose skin. Refreshing and 
calming to the skin, damask rose floral water 
can also be used to gently scent the hair or 
body. Beautiful deep rich scent of roses.

LAVENDER PURE FLORAL WATER 
ORGANIC
SCFCPFWLAVO1L

Created from the distillation of Lavender 
Essential Oil. Useful for mildly blemished or 
oily skin with natural anti-bacterial properties. 
Gently tones, refreshes and hydrates the skin with 
calming and balancing properties. Helps 
to soothe sunburned and irritated skin.
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facial carefacial care
essential harmony facial essencesessential harmony facial essences

Biossentials Essential Harmony Facial 
Essences are exquisitely formulated by 
Aromatherapy experts to restore, revive 
and rejuvenate a range of skin types.
Each Facial essence contains a balanced 
combination of certified organic 100% pure 
plant extracts and essential oils blended 
in a skin friendly base including organic 
jojoba, centella and other hydrating plant 
oils.

Essential Harmony Facial Essences are 
recommended to enhance the effects of 
Biossentials French Clay or Enzymatic 
facial masques and as a daily moisturising 
and balancing treatment. Each Facial 
Essence readily penetrates the skin for 
optimal effect. Use daily in the morning 
and evening for best results.

• Available in 30ml salon size
• Also available in 10ml retail size
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ACNEIC / CONGESTED SKIN
92.85% CERTIFIED ORGANIC INGREDIENTS 
SCFCEHFBACNO30

Formulated to balance oily skin, unblock 
clogged pores, soothe irritation and improve 
skin condition. Active essential oils include: 
Palmarosa with skin toning and antibacterial 
properties, Peppermint Eucalyptus  helps 
unblock clogged pores, Ylang Ylang with 
antiseptic properties to balance and soothe. Plus 
Organic Jojoba & Peach Kernel oils with Centella, 
Calendula & Vitamin C  - calming and healing 
properties to support the skin.

MATURE / DEVITALISED SKIN
92.87% CERTIFIED ORGANIC INGREDIENTS
SCFCEHFBMATO30

For mature / devitalised skin this exquisite 
essence with natural anti-aging properties 
contains nature’s finest pure essential oils to 
stimulate, enrich and restore skin texture. Actives: 
Bulgarian Rose hydrating and regenerating, Cistus 
for skin toning, Frankincense deters fine lines 
& wrinkles and Neroli for skin regeneration and 
dryness. Plus Organic Jojoba, Evening Primrose
& Rosehip plant oils with Sandalwood Nut Extract to 
preserve hydration, texture and integrity of the skin.

NORMAL / DRY SKIN
94% CERTIFIED ORGANIC INGREDIENTS
SCFCEHFBNORO30

Formulated for normal / dry skin to stimulate 
and balance sebaceous gland function, refine 
skin texture, soothe and nourish for softer, glowing 
moisturised skin. With actives: Bulgarian Rose 

to hydrate and nourish, Geranium to balance 
sebum production and soothe the skin and 
Lavender for its gentle skin properties. Plus 
Organic Camellia, Jojoba & Almond Oils to 
nourish and protect the skin. 

OILY / COMBINATION SKIN
92.9% CERTIFIED ORGANIC INGREDIENTS
SCFCEHFBOILO30

Aromatherapy facial essence for oily or 
combination skin is formulated to tone, refresh 
and encourage a glowing skin that is refined 
and clear. Actives: Spike Lavender to tone 
and nourish, Bergamot to balance sebum 
production, Thuja Oil with soothing and 
astringent properties, Mandarin reduces oily 
skin. Plus Organic Jojoba & Apricot Kernel oils 
with Vitamin E to moisturise and rejuvenate the 
skin.

SENSITIVE SKIN
91.3% CERTIFIED ORGANIC INGREDIENTS
SCFCEHFBSENO30

Aromatherapy facial essence formulated for 
sensitive skin to effectively calm  and soothe 
irritation, redness and reactive skin. Actives: 
Chamomile soothing and nourishing, Lavender 
gentle non aggravating comforting and supporting 
properties, Australian Sandalwood calms 
irritation. Plus Organic Jojoba & Avocado Oils 
and Calendula to hydrate, nourish and soften. 
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facial carefacial care
Biossentials Spa Collection French 
Clay Masques are active in minerals 
to cleanse, tone and revitalise the 
skin. Mineral depleted and stressed 
skin is often dry, tired and sluggish. 
French clays are a superfine quality 
for natural skin care. Used for centuries 
for their therapeutic benefits, clays are 
especially suited for face and body 
masques.

For vibrant, customised Aromatherapy
facial treatments, combine selected clay 
masque with Biossentials Essential 
Harmony Facial Essences, Pure Floral 
Waters and other skin friendly natural 
ingredients. See and feel the difference 
with chemical free beauty care.

• Available in salon pack containers of
225gm and 450gm
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GREEN CLAY MASQUE 
SCFCGCLAG225 / 450

has a high percentage of trace elements 
with powerful cleansing properties that draw 
accumulated impurities and toxins to the surface. 
Its exfoliating, astringent and purifying effect at 
the cellular level benefits all skin types but more 
specifically for oily, acneic and combination skin.

PINK CLAY MASQUE 
SCFCCLAP225 / 450

has been traditionally used for its toning and 
firming effects. Suitable for sensitive and fragile 
skin, pink clay softens and refines the texture 
of the skin. Also useful as a body masque and 
for toning and firming areas such as bust, thighs, 
stomach and upper arms.

RED CLAY MASQUE 
SCFCCLAR225 / 450

is an oily, mildly absorbent clay with a high 
silicon and iron oxide content that has been 
traditionally used to enhance the skin’s condition 
and appearance. Most suitable for couperosed, 
mature, post acneic, dehydrated and tired, 
stressed skin. Also useful for broken capillaries, 
bags under the eyes and for general skin care.

WHITE CLAY MASQUE
SCFCCLAW225 / 450

is the least drawing of the clays, suitable for very 
sensitive and young skins. Improves appearance 
and texture of the skin. An excellent subsitute 
for use with babies instead of talc. Also useful for 
absorbing odours and as a hair mask.

enzymatic facial masqueenzymatic facial masque
SCFCEFM225 / 450

Enzymatic facial masque with bentonite and 
natural fruit enzymes of papain and bromelain. 
Both natural proteolitic enzymes have properties 
that digest the binding proteins of dead skin cells 
found on the upper layers of the stratum corneum. 
The gentle exfoliating properties of the enzymatic 
masque encourages skin renewal and leaves the 
skin soft and revived with a bright, fresh feeling.
• Available in 250gm and 500gm

kaolinkaolin
SCFCEML1KG

Kaolin, also known as white clay, is very absorbant 
and has been widely used for facial and body 
care throughout the ages. Rich in minerals 
including silica, iron, magnesium, calcium and 
zinc. Especially useful in facial, body and hair 
masque treatments.
• Available in 1kg salon pack



hand &hand &
foot spafoot spa
coming sooncoming soon
Biossentials Spa Collection Hand and 
Foot Spa Solution deliver the benefits 
of Aromatherapy for a truly natural 
experience. Especially created for the 
body care professional, our convenient 
and easy-to-use water dispersible 
solution readily dissolve in water.

The natural benefits of 100% pure 
essential oils provide soothing relief 
for tired, overworked and stressed out 
hands or feet. Biossentials Hand & 
Foot Spa solutions are non toxic, non-
irritant and alcohol free.

• Available in 500ml (100 treatments)
or 1ltr (200 treatments)

EUCALYPTUS AND TEA TREE HAND 
& FOOT SPA
SCBCFSEUC-TT500 / 1L

Contains pure essential oils of Eucalyptus 
and Tea Tree in a naturally derived water 
dispersible solution. 

Benefits: Cleansing, purifying and 
deodorising.
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Refreshing Journey Foot Massage Cream is the 
ultimate performing cream for foot reflexology 
as it gives a good slip and long-lasting use 
during massage. Enjoy all natural, paraben-free 
aromatherapy foot massage cream for the best foot 
massage therapy. Contains pure essential oils. 
 
• Available in 1KG tub

  

foot massagefoot massage
creamcream



Deliver the benefits of nature’s 
lavender fields into spa treatments 
with our fragrant natural Aromatherapy 
Body Care and Hair Care range. The 
fragrant energies of certified organic 
Lavender and Bergamot essential oils 
enriched with naturally derived plant 
ingredients bring a peaceful sense of 
tranquility and calm to body and mind.
• Available in salon size of 1ltr

The Lavender Collection pure essential 
oil blend has a relaxing and soothing 
fragrance for a restful and calming 
environment. It may also be used to 
create refreshing sal t  scrubs or 
bathing experiences.
• Available in 10ml

The Lavender Collection is also
available as a hotel amenity range in 
30ml convenient packaging.

lavenderlavender
collectioncollection
body & hair carebody & hair care
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LAVENDER COLLECTION ESSENTIAL OIL BLEND   SCLCMC10

Soothe mind and body with the uplifting energies of organic
bergamot combined with relaxing organic lavender and grounding
cedarwood for a blissful state of relaxation. Use in aroma burner, bath, 
compress or blended with unscented carrier oil or other base products.

LAVENDER COLLECTION BODY OIL   SCLCMB1L

Massage away stress and tension and enjoy the fragrant energies 
of pure organic lavender and bergamot essential oils. The skin will 
feel soft and lightly moisturised. 

LAVENDER COLLECTION SHOWER AND BATH GEL   SCLCBGLE1L

Delicately scented shower and bath gel with aloe vera gently 
cleanses and nourishes the skin. Breathe deeply and uplift the 
senses as the fragrant energies of pure organic lavender and 
bergamot essential oils calm and refresh body and mind. 

LAVENDER COLLECTION MOISTURISING LOTION   SCLCML1L

Step into Nature’s garden every time you moisturise the skin with 
Biossentials Lavender Collection Moisturising lotion. Silky smooth 
lotion gently hydrates and calms the skin leaving it delicately 
scented. Excellent for sun damaged skin, rashes and irritations. 
Breathe deeply and nourish the senses.  

LAVENDER COLLECTION SHAMPOO   SCLCSHAM1L

Plant derived shampoo infused with pure organic lavender and 
bergamot with soothing aloe vera gently cleanses the hair and scalp 
leaving it refreshed and lightly scented. 

LAVENDER COLLECTION CONDITIONER   SCLCCON1L

Delicately scented Lavender Collection conditioner enriched with 
pure jojoba hydrates and nourishes the hair and scalp leaving the 
hair soft, shiny and manageable.



Biossentials FRAGRANCE FREE 
low allergy body and hair care base 
products are free from harsh chemicals, 
fragrances and colourings and are 
derived from plant based ingredients 
benefiting even the most sensitive 
skins. All products may be used fragrance 
free or personalised with the addition 
of pure essential oils, clays or other 
natural ingredients. 

To personalise Biossentials fragrance 
free products blend up to 3% of pure 
essential oils into the base product and 
mix well.

• Available in 1ltr salon pack size
• Larger pack size upon request

hair &hair &
body carebody care
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HAIR CARE
SHAMPOO FRAGRANCE FREE
SCHCSHA1L

A low allergy shampoo created from natural 
ingredients to gently cleanse the hair and scalp 
leaving the hair soft and shining. Free from 
harsh chemicals, fragrances and colours. To 
create a personalised shampoo simply add in 
your favorite essential oil and blend well.

SHAMPOO SULPHATE FREE
SCHCSHAMSF1L

Kind to your hair and the environment our 
Sulphate Free shampoo does not contain 
sulphates, harsh chemicals, fragrances and 
colourings. Suitable for sensitive skin sulphate 
free shampoo produces a light lather to gently 
cleanse the hair and scalp. Derived from 
Coconut and Maize Extract.

NATURAL CONDITIONER FRAGRANCE FREE
SCHCCON1L

A low allergy hair conditioner made from all 
natural ingredients leaves the hair feeling soft 
and manageble. Free from harsh chemicals, 
fragrances and colouring. Suitable for all hair 
types. To create a conditioner tailored to your 
personal needs add your favorite essential oils 
and blend well. 

BODY CARE
SHOWER & BATH GEL FRAGRANCE FREE
SCBCBGEL1L

Use in the shower or bath or as a handwash. A
low allergy clear gel created from naturally 
derived plant materials to gently cleanse and 
renew the skin. To nourish the senses create a 
personalised shower and bath gel by adding your 
favourite essential oils and blending well.

BODY BUTTER
SCBCBODBUT1KG

Nourishing and deeply moisturising luscious 
all natural fragrance free Body Butter contains 
soothing aloe vera to promote healthy fresh 
skin with 100% cold pressed vegetable 
oils, shea and mango butters and added 
vitamins to protect and hydrate even 
the most neglected skin leaving it soft and 
smooth. Excellent for dehydrated and dry skin. 
Exceptionally rich formula. 
• Available in 1kg salon pack size

BUBBLE BATH
ROSE BUBBLE BATH
SCBCBBRO

Create a richly fragrant bath time indulgence 
for your guests with Biossentials Rose scented 
foaming bubble bath. A luxurious abundance of 
lush rosy bubbles will leave your guests feeling 
cleansed, calm and relaxed. May also be used as 
a scented soak for foot spa. 
• Available in 1L & 5L packaging

FRAGRANCE FREE BUBBLE BATH
SCBCBBFF

Create customised bubble bath experiences for 
your guests by blending selected essential oils into 
our fragrance free bubble bath. Fragrance free 
bubble bath is gentle for even the most sensitive 
skin
• Available in 1L & 5L packaging

3
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Join in the latest spa and beauty 
wellness trends. A new generation of 
therapies focused on 100% pure and 
natural products with aloe vera is now 
available. Whip up a natural spa lotion 
or balm with the signature scent of your 
choice. Customise your treatments 
towards natural and choose Biossentials 
natural products.

Create customised naturally scented 
skincare with our fragrance free natural 
products by blending in selected essential 
oils specially designed for your guests or 
for personal use. 

pure pure 
naturenature
bodybody
productsproducts



BODY CARE

naturalnatural
moisturising creammoisturising cream
SCBCEBC1L

Enriching well absorbed natural moisturising 
cream with actives Aloe Vera and Glycerin 
nourishes the skin and protects against the drying
effects of our environment. Paraffin free formula 
may be used on hands, feet and body for daily 
use. Excellent for pedicures and foot massage.

• Available in 1kg salon pack size

naturalnatural
moisturising lotionmoisturising lotion
SCBCMLOT1L

Light, easily absorbed natural moisturiser 
nourishes the skin with natural plant hydrators. 
Almond oil, apricot oil, cocoa butter and shea 
butter protect and soothe for velvety soft skin 
on the body or face. Excellent for use in body 
scrubs and masks to improve hydration. Cruelty 
free, contains no petroleum derived ingredients, 
colourings, animal products, parabens or 
artificial fragrances.

• 1ltr salon pack size with dispensing pump

FACIAL CARE

naturalnatural
cleansing lotioncleansing lotion
SCFCCLE1L

Gently natural, Biossentials skin friendly 
natural cleansing lotion removes impurities 
from the skin leaving it soft and smooth. 
Actives aloe vera, almond and sesame oils 
soften and hydrate. For even the most 
sensitive skins. Fragrance free from petroleum 
derived ingredients, dyes, animal ingredients, 
parabens or artificial fragrances.

• 1ltr salon pack size with dispensing pump
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bodybody
salt scrubssalt scrubs
Biossentials Spa Collection Exfoliating Body 
Scrubs provide a gentle aromatherapy skin 
exfoliation treatment that effectively removes 
dead skin cells to reveal softer, glowing and 
revitalised skin. Each premium scrub is 100% 
natural and does not contain petroleum or animal 
products, artificial colourings, preservatives, 
fragrances, stabilisers or chemicals. 

See the Tropical Spa Range for Biossentials 
traditional salt scrubs including top selling 
Cocomint and Serenity Spice.

Spa Collection body scrubs are freshly prepared 
prior to treatment which provides optimum product 
freshness and effectiveness, every time. To use: 
Blend with your selected carrier oil. Refer to our 
Professional training manual for details.

Pre-scented salt scrubs may also be used to 
create a refreshing and uplifting bath or foot spa.

• Available in 1kg salon pack size
• Retail home spa salt scrub kits available 



GINGER EXFOLIATING SALT SCRUB
SCBCSSGIRSP1KG

Vibrantly fresh Ginger Salt Scrub is everyone’s spa 
favorite to awaken and energise the skin leaving it 
refined and lightly moisturised. Perfect for spongy or
orange peel skin and for pedicure exfoliating treatments.
Contains: Yellow French clay, Australian mineral sea salt, 
Jojoba and organic botanicals.

Pre-scented base contains energising pure essential oils
of Lemongrass, Lime, Grapefruit, Cypress & Lemon. 
  

JUNIPER EXFOLIATING SALT SCRUB
SCBCSSJUNP1KG

Juniper Salt Scrub is the perfect detox experience. Tones 
and revitalises the skin leaving it refined and lightly 
moisturised. Contains: Green French clay, Australian 
mineral sea salt, Jojoba and organic botanicals.

Pre-scented base contains stimulating and reviving pure 
essential oils of Juniperberry, Cypress, Grapefruit, Eucalyptus, 
Rosemary, Bergamot & Black Pepper.

ROSE EXFOLIATING SALT SCRUB
SCBCSSROSSP1KG

Deliciously enriching super gentle Rose Salt Scrub now 
with Himalayan mineral salt and damask rose. Leaves 
the skin fragrantly refreshed and renewed. May also be 
used in foot spa, bath or manicure. Contains:  Himalayan 
Mineral salt, Rose Petals and Jojoba.

Pre-scented base contains luxurious pure essential oils of 
Rose Geranium, Ylang Ylang, Damask Rose & Lavender.
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Biossentials Active Marine Body Treatments contain micronised natural algaes and marine muds
to benefit the body. Sourced from France, each marine treatment equilibrates skin tissue, provides 
essential trace elements and micro-nutrients and boosts lymphatic activity. 

The Pristine sea world reveals a marine life rich in essential elements to restore, harmonise and 
balance. Nutrient rich algae sea weeds contain powerful trace elements and nutrients that benefit 
detoxification, slimming, firming and other health treatments. Thalassotherapy, Fangotherapy, 
Balneotherapy and other internationally acclaimed therapies are based on the use of natural 
marine elements. Easy to apply, each mask readily washes off in water. For additional Aromatherapy 
benefits, Biossentials pure essential oil blends may be added into the mask prior to application.
• Available in 500gm and 1kg sizes

MICRONISED MARINE ALGAE MUD MASK with Pure Marine Algae & Marine Mud
SCBCAMM500 / 1KG

Micronised marine algae and marine muds are especially rich in calcium, magnesium, trace 
elements and other micro nutrients which result from the high minerality of sea water, Studies 
demonstrate the detoxification powers of marine muds. Well known in thalassotherapy to soothe 
general aches and pains, activate circulation and sluggish metabolism and for general well-being.
Blends well with Biossentials Purifying Juniper, Body Tone or Circulation Blends.

BODY TONE MARINE BODY PACK with actives Fucus vesiculosus, Laminaria digitata & 
Lithothamnium
SCBCSBP500 / 1KG

The combination of Fucus a brown algae from Finistere widely used in thalassotherapy care, 
Lithothamnium a red fragile seaweed from the Breton coasts containing numerous marine and 
trace elements and Laminaria a brown seaweed from Brittany increase the slimming action 
during treatment. Laminaria provides iodine needed for the regulation process whilst Fucus and 
Lithothamnium assist to increase elimination & cleansing.
Blends well with Biossentials Purifying Juniper, Body Tone or Circulation Blends.

marine treatmentsmarine treatments3
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NATURAL SLIMMING TREATMENTS WITH BIOSSENTIALS

Create effective and natural aromatherapy slimming treatments with Biossentials.

Refer to Professional training manual for further information.

1. Combine marine masks with Biossentials pure essential oil blends to enhance the results. 
Consider Body Tone, Circulation or Purifying Juniper Blend. Alternatively, create a personalised 
blend to suit your clients needs. Blend 6-8 drops of pure essential oil blend into the mask and 
mix well prior to application.

2. Exfoliation scrubs effectively remove dead skins cells to ensure optimal benefits from the 
marine mask. It is recommended to include skin exfoliation or dry brushing in your slimming 
and detox treatments.

3. Steam bath assists in the elimination and detoxification process. Allow 10-15 minutes in the 
steam bath prior to application of scrub and mask.

4. The use of slimming equipment or heat blanket can accelerate the results.

5. Massage is an important part of any slimming treatment to enhance circulation and lymphatic 
drainage.
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TROPICAL SPA
COLLECTION

Biossentials ‘Your Tropical Spa’  range offers an exotic
selection of Asian inspired spa and lifestyle products for home, work or 
leisure. The range includes 100% natural essential oil blends, massage 
oils, home spa tropical body products and aromatherapy accessories. 

The warm natural essences captured in our delightful array of tropical spa 
products will calm and soothe the senses with pure fragrances

from nature. 



At the heart of Biossentials Tropical Spa 
Collection are time honoured health and 
beauty rituals originating from the 
many corners of Asia. The benefits of 
Aromatherapy complement each traditional 
experience and infuse the senses with their 
wellness properties.

Authentic treatments are created from 
organic botanicals and pure plant 
essences customised for fresh and vibrant 
spa menu options that embody the healing 
traditions they originate from.

Our award winning tropical  spa 
products offer the spa professional 
versatile, earth friendly therapies that are 
natural, effective and wonderfully gentle with 
unique individual touches your guests will 
appreciate. 
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tropical spa collectiontropical spa collection
essential oi l blends and massage oilsessential oi l blends and massage oils

Biossentials Tropical Spa Collection Essential Oil Blends and Professional Massage Oils are 
derived from pure flower & plant essences that capture the unique spirit of Asia. Available as 
100% pure essential oil concentrates or pre-blended massage oils. Each blend evokes the rich 
aromatic signature of nature’s exquisite tropical garden to enrich the senses, nurture the body 
and soothe the spirit.

TROPICAL ENERGY with Lemongrass, Lime and Ginger   |   SCTSMCENE50 / SCTSMBENE1L

Be ENERGISED with Biossentials tropical blend of invigorating natural plant oils. Feel the 
zesty fragrant energy of lemongrass, lime and ginger refersh, uplift and recharge the senses.

TROPICAL PASSION with Jasmine, Ylang Ylang and Rose   |   SCTSMCPASS50 / SCTSMBPASS1L

Experience your PASSION with Biossentials sensuous tropical spa essential oils. As you breathe 
in the exotic floral sensations of jasmine, ylang ylang and rose infused with bergamot, 
cedarwood and cinnamon feel the natural plant oils caress and soothe your body and mind.

TROPICAL RELAX with Ho Leaf, Cedarwood and Vetiver   |   SCTSMCREL50 / SCTSMBREL1L

Enjoy a RELAXED tropical spa experience with Biossentials soothing blend of natural plant 
oils. Breathe deeply and feel the calming sensations of ho leaf, vetiver, sandalwood and 
cedarwood infused with a light floral brust of ylang ylang. As you relax and
unwind feel the stress and tension melt away.

TROPICAL SPICE with Clove, Patchouli & Sandalwood
SCTSMCTSPI50 / SCTSMBSPI1L

Biossentials warm exotic Tropical Spice blend
with rich mystical fragrances of frankincense,
myrrh & sandalwood infused with clove, vanilla
and patchouli embraces the spirit of peace and
tranquility. Take time out to unwind, relax and
feel at peace.



tropical spa massage oilstropical spa massage oils
Biossentials Tropical Spa Collection Body & Massage Oils are derived from pure flower and plant 
essences that capture the unique spirit of Asia. Each blend evokes the rich aromatic signature of 
nature’s exquisite tropical garden to enrich the senses, nurture the body and soothe the spirit. Each 
ready-to-use Body & Massage Oil contains essential oil blend concentrate in a base of Easy Wash 
Carrier Oil to complement the body care professional.
Available in 1L professional packaging / 100ml retail packaging
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TROPICAL RELAX
SCTSMBREL100R / SCTSMBREL
with Ho Leaf, Cedarwood and Vetiver
Enjoy a relaxed tropical spa experience with 
Biossentials soothing natural plant oils. Breathe 
deeply and feel the calming sensations of ho leaf, 
vetiver, sandalwood and cedarwood infused with a 
light floral burst of ylang ylang. As you relax and 
unwind, feel the stress and tension melt away.

TROPICAL PASSION
SCTSMBPASS100R / SCTSMBPASS1
with Jasmine, Ylang Ylang and Rose
Experience your passion with Biossentials sensuous 
Tropical Spa massage oil. Immerse in the exotic 
floral sensations of jasmine, ylang ylang and rose 
infused with bergamot, cedarwood and cinnamon, 
feel the natural plant oils caress and soothe your 
body and mind.
  

TROPICAL ENERGY
SCTSMBENE100R / SCTSMBENE1
with Lemongrass, Lime & Ginger
Be energised and uplifted with Biossentials 
tropical and invigorating natural plant oils. Feel 
the zesty fragrant energy of lemongrass, lime and 
ginger refresh, uplift and recharge the senses. 

TROPICAL SPICE
SCTSMBSPI100R / SCTSMBSPI1 
with Clove, Patchouli and Sandalwood  
Biossentials warm exotic Tropical Spice massage 
oil with frankincense, myrrh and sandalwood 
infused with clove, vanilla and patchouli embraces 
the spirit of peace and tranquillity. Take time out 
to unwind and feel at peace.
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urutan malaysia/traditional massage oilurutan malaysia/traditional massage oil
SCTCMBUMI100R / SCTCMBBUM1 
with Pandan infused Coconut oil with essential oils of Lemongrass, Kaffir Lime, Ginger and Rosemary.
Warming, Stimulating & Uplifting. Readily absorbed and non-greasy. Leaves the skin nourished 
and moisturised.

Biossentials Urutan Malaysia Traditional Massage Oil with pandan infused coconut oil, pure es-
sential oils of kaffir lime and lemongrass with a hint of ginger is the perfect ‘ramuan’ of botanicals 
inspired by the local flora of tropical Malaysia. This massage oil is formulated to enhance inner 
and outer wellness – a totality that is eminent in the Asian culture. 

Allow your guests to experience the holistic benefits of natural age-old 
traditions as it invigorates, uplifts and energises body and mind.

Available in 1 Litre, provides approximately 35 body treatments,
or 100 hand or foot treatments. 

INGREDIENT LIST
Cocos nucifera (Coconut) oil, Cymbopogon flexuosus
(Lemongrass) oil, Citrus hystrix (Kaffir lime) oil,  
Zingiber officinale (Ginger) oil, 
Pandanus amaryllifolius (Pandan) leaf and 
Rosmarinus officinalis (Rosemary) leaf extract.



tropical spatropical spa
body treatmentsbody treatments
Create nurturing spa rituals with Biossentials Tropical Spa Body Treatments inspired from 
longstanding traditions passed down through generations. Each treatment is created from 
handpicked tropical botanicals, carefully grown, harvested and processed in small batches
for optimum freshness and meticulous quality standards. To create a traditional body scrub or 
wrap simply add floral water, hydrating oils and blend well creating a smooth paste.

• Professional 1kg salon pack size 
• Each 1kg equals approximately 20 body treatments. Tropical body products are sealed in air 
tight foil packaging to ensure vibrant freshness

LULUR TRADITIONAL BODY TREATMENT   |   SCTSLULURPG1KG
with Tumeric, Vetiver & Pandanus

Stemming from the traditional jamu herbal practices of Indonesia, the
regal Javanese Lulur is a conditioning body treatment that softens,
refines and revitalises skin texture leaving it smooth and silky with a
healthy glow. Lulur is also reputed to have relaxing and cleansing
properties. With Vetiver and Pandanus for relaxing effects, Turmeric
and Citronella for cleansing and soothing, Sepang  Wood to deodorise
and tone whilst ground rice acts to gently exfoliate and smoothen the skin.
Combine with herbal bath, milk bath or yoghurt wash for optimum effect. 
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BOREH TRADITIONAL BODY TREATMENT   |   SCTSBOREHPG1KG
with Clove, Nutmag & Cinnamon

Boreh body treatment with exotic spices has a stimulating and 
warming effect to bring comfort to body aches and pains. So it’s no 
surprise that next to Lulur, this is the most popular and longstanding 
traditional treatment evoking a wonderful warm soothing sensation. 
Boosting circulation and revitalising skin tone, Boreh with its rich 
exotic spicey scent and soothing properties has evolved into a favorite 
spa treatment. Especially recommended for those who have been 
active the whole day and need to relax.

COFFEE TRADITIONAL BODY TREATMENT   |   SCTSCOFFEEPG1KG
with Borneo coffee, Ginseng & Cassia Leaf

Biossentials richly fragrant revitalising herbal coffee scrub with 
Tongkat Ali and Ginseng originates from the exotic island of Borneo. 
Coffee is rich in anti-oxidants, natural fruit acids and caffeine. The 
synergy achieved when combined with the stimulating effects of 
Tongkat Ali and Ginseng tone and exfoliate tired skin leaving it soft, 
smooth and glowing. Especially useful for cellulite prone areas such 
as buttocks and thighs, Coffee Scrub stimulates circulation and
energises the skin. Enjoy the heavenly aroma as you cleanse,
re-energise and invigorate the body.

MOCOCA BORNEO BODY WRAP   |   SCTSMOC1KG
with Borneo Cocoa, Coconut Milk & Ground Rice

Biossentials signature Mococa Borneo Body Wrap with intoxicatingly 
delicious cocoa, coconut milk and coffee, provides soothing nourishment 
to the skin whilst delighting the senses. Theobroma Cocoa with
anti-oxidant and calming properties contains a rich source of vitamins 
and minerals. Known as the ‘Food of the Gods’ by the ancient Mayans. 
Cocoa has a long history of traditional use. Hydrating and calming 
to irritated skin conditions this richly smooth body wrap leaves a 
soft delicious fragrance. Sourced from Borneo’s richly diverse plant 
kingdom, Mococa body wrap is the ultimate tropical spa experience.
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Body treatments are at the heart of the 
Spa experience. Biossentials Tropical Spa 
Body Treatments are inspired by age-old 
traditions to keep the skin healthy and 
radiant. Each treatment is an infusion 
of handpicked tropical botanicals 
with guaranteed optimum freshness 
and meticulous quality standards. Each 
traditional treatment contains the skin 
refining benefits of exfoliating ground rice,
a well known asian beauty secret to keep 
the skin smooth and soft.

To create a body scrub or wrap, simply add 
floral water or plain water to the product and 
blend well, creating a smooth paste. For 
added hydration carrier oils and fragrance 
free organic moisturising lotion will enhance 
the treatment.
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COCONUT & VANILLA BODY TREATMENT   |   
SCTSCVBW1KG
with Coconut, Vanilla & Glutinous Rice

Heavenly scented Coconut and Vanilla 
‘C&V’ body treatment with 100% natural 
vanilla and glutinous rice is enriched with 
tropical coconut extracts. Gentle and effective 
the C&V exfoliating scrub leaves the skin 
beautifully polished, renewed and lightly 
fragranced with the delicate sweet scent of 
natural vanilla.
Contains actives: Coconut, White Rice Ground, 
Glutinous Rice Ground and 100% natural 
Vanilla.

• Available in 1kg salon pack size, each 1kg 
provides approximately 30 body scrub treatments

HIBISCUS & ROSE BODY TREATMENT   |   
SCTSHRS1KG
with Hibiscus, Rose Petals & Rice Ground

Our top selling Hibiscus and Rose body treatment 
with ground rice, flower petals, pure essential 
oils and earth clays is especially gentle to the 
skin leaving it refreshed and glowing. This 
luscious spa treatment is wonderful for use 
in foot, hand or body treatments as a gentle 
scrub and mask.
Contains: French Clay, Rice Ground, Hibiscus, 
Rose Petals, Pure Essential Oils of Rose 
Geranium, Ylang Ylang and Rose.

• Available in 1kg salon pack size
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tropical spa shower gelstropical spa shower gels
& moisturising lotions& moisturising lotions
Tropical Spa Shower Gels and Moisturising Lotions with pure flower and plant 
essences capture the unique spirit of asia to complement any tropical spa treatment. 
With their captivating natural fragrances they are sure to delight spa guests.

Available in Tropical Energy, Tropical Passion and Tropical Relax. Contains 100%
pure aromatherapy essential oils.

• Available in Professional Spa Collection salon pack 1L size
• Also available in attractive retail packaging 220ml size
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TROPICAL SPA SHOWER & BATH GEL
Provide guests with a tropical spa sensation everytime they shower with Biossentials exotic Tropical 
Spa shower and bath gels. Gentle to the skin each soothing blend of natural plant essences is 
enriched with Aloe Vera and pure essential oils to caress the body and refresh the spirit.

TROPICAL ENERGY SHOWER GEL
SCTSESBG1L
A crisp and revitalising shower and bath gel that
instantly cleanses & refreshes the spirit. Tropical Energy is the perfect way to get energised. With pure 
essential oils Ginger, Lime & Lemongrass.

TROPICAL PASSION SHOWER GEL
SCTSPSBG1L
Tropical Passion uplifting and sensuous shower and bath gel brings passion and inspiration to life. 
Feel the Passion. With pure essential oils Sandalwood, Ylang Ylang & Jasmine.

TROPICAL RELAX SHOWER GEL
SCTSRSGB1L
Your guests will feel relaxed every time they shower with Tropical Relax shower and bath gel. The 
rich blissful formula of essential oils will calm, soothe and de-stress. With pure essential oils Ho Leaf, 
Neroli and Vetiver.



TROPICAL SPA MOISTURISING LOTION
Biossentials Tropical Spa range of smooth hydrating moisturising lotions seal in natural 
moisture to keep the skin soft and smooth. Enriched with Aloe Vera and natural plant oils 
including Macadamia, Coconut, Almond, Cocoa Butter and Mango Butter with pure essential oils.

TROPICAL ENERGY MOISTURISING LOTION
SCTSEML1L
Moisturise the skin with crisp and refreshing Tropical Energy hydrating lotion containing 
natural plant essences. Daily use seals in natural moisture to keep the skin soft and
smooth. With pure essential oils Ginger, Lime & Lemongrass.

TROPICAL PASSION MOISTURISING LOTION
SCTSPML1L
Moisturise the skin with uplifting and sensuous Tropical Passion hydrating lotion to seal in natural 
moisture for soft and smooth skin. Feel the Passion. With pure essential oils Sandalwood, 
Ylang Ylang & Jasmine.

TROPICAL RELAX MOISTURISING LOTION
SCTSRML1L
Moisturise the skin with soothing and calming Tropical Relax lotion and seal in natural moisture 
for velvety soft skin. Feel Relaxed. With pure essential oils Ho Leaf, Neroli and Vetiver.
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Thai Herbal Treatments has been practiced for centuries utilising local knowledge of various 
tropical plants and their specific benefits. The complex blend of herbs found in these treatments 
have been traditionally used to relax the body and mind and soothe sore and over-worked 
muscles while at the same time helping to invigorate the skin and boost energy levels. 

The traditional herbs used in Biossentials Thai Herbal Treatments are grown in community 
based self supporting initiatives situated in northern Thailand. We support and practice fair trade. 
Spread over 1600 acres of hills infused by pristine mountain air, the herbs are cultivated using 
farming methods. The harvested herbs are carefully processed using high tech drying equipment 
to maintain the therapeutic goodness and vibrancy of the herbs. Each product is vacuum packed 
to ensure optimum freshness. The Thai Compress is endorsed by the Thai Government to be an 
authentic Thai spa product.

thai herbal treatmentsthai herbal treatments
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THAI HERBAL COMPRESS FOR BODY     
SCTHCOMP/L

THAI HERBAL COMPRESS FOR FACE      
SCTHFCOMP

Thai herbal compress massage is a truly unique experience. The benefits 
of moist therapeutic heat from the hot herbal compress provides 
a soothing and calming effect to muscle tension. As the herbal 
compress is pressed repeatedly onto the skin naturally occurring 
essential oils are released and readily penetrate into the skin thus 
helping to relax tense muscles and assist in improving circulation.
Body compress contains Thai herbs including: Tumeric, Lemongrass, 
Kaffir Lime, Tamarind, Acacia Leaf.
• For Body: Thai Herbal Body Compress - Vacuum packed
• For Face: Thai Herbal Face Compress - Vacuum packed



biossentials herbal teabiossentials herbal tea  
 
Lemongrass Tea with Ginger and Pandan
The extra flavour and aroma of our Biossentials Lemongrass Tea blended with Ginger and Pandan is a 
perfect brew for your guests. Enjoy the added goodness of warming ginger and fragrant pandan for the 
ultimate100% natural caffeine free herbal beverage.

Available for Professional Use

Lemongrass, Ginger & Pandan 50 individually sealed 2gm sachets in a sealed pouch. 
SCHTLEM50
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You can now pamper your guests with our new and improved ENERGISE eco friendly guest amenity 
range containing 100% natural essential oils imported from Australia.  The uplifting energising scent 
of lemongrass, lime and grapefruit infused with ginger and lemon oils delights the senses with vibrant 
tropical sensations.

Available as Body Wash, Hand Wash, Shampoo, Conditioner and Body lotion in 1L and 5L bulk 
packaging with pump for easy filling of eco friendly dispensers. 

guest amenity rangeguest amenity range
energiseenergise
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spa accessoriesspa accessories
and custom furnitures and custom furnitures 
If you are setting up a new spa or looking to revamp your current spa environment, our range 
of custom Spa Furniture and accessories, batik spa accessories and spa equipment will 
enhance your operations.  The professionally handcrafted spa furniture finishing provides 
an exceptionally refined and natural look. Available in a range of finishes with colour options 
to suit your environment. All special order hand crafted, furniture and accessory items 
are supplied from Indonesia. Our batik collection as pictured below is available from our 
showroom. View our Spa Collection Furniture & Accessories catalogue for more information.

For more information, please refer to our Furniture and Accessories Catalogue.



spa accessoriesspa accessories
and custom furnitures and custom furnitures 

SPA FURNITURE AND ACCESSORIES
If you are setting up a new spa or looking to revamp your current spa environment, our exquisite 
range of customised Spa Furniture and Accessories will enhance your operations. The professionally 
handcrafted finishing gives an exceptionally refined and luxurious look. Available in a range 
of finishes and colour options to suit your environment! View our Spa Collection Furniture & 
Accessories catalogue for more information.

SCB 005
Traditional Massage Table 

Cover
105cm X 230cm

SCB 002
Traditional Batik Pillow

Washable Cover
26.5cm X 45cm

SBC 002C
Traditional Batik Pillow Cover

1pc

SCB 004
Traditional Batik Eye Pillow

Washable Cover
with Organic Linseed

21.5cm X 9cm

SCB 004C
Traditional Batik Eye Pillow Cover

2pcs

SCB 003
Traditioner Batik Bolster
Washable Cover Cover

23.5cm X 65cm

SBC 003C
Traditional Batik Bolster Cover

1pc

SCB 006
Massage Table Runner

41.5cm x 103cm

SCB 001
Traditioner Batik Headrest Pillow

Washable Cover 
28.5cm X 28.5cm

SBC 001C
Traditional Batik Headrest Pillow Cover

1pc
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the asian spathe asian spa
training dvd seriestraining dvd series
Biossentials series of Instructional Training Videos focus on massage therapies and spa body
treatments drawn from Asia’s unique cultural heritage and sophisticated spa industry. Each DVD 
contains an introduction as well as a professional practices section. 

ASIAN SPA TRAINING SERIES VOLUME 1
Balinese Traditional Massage
GFTTDVDBM
Introduction to Balinese Massage. History and
Origin of Balinese Massage. Therapeutic Benefits. 
Basic techniques of Balinese Massage. Step-by-Step 
techniques of invigorating Balinese Massage style
over legs, back, shoulders, stomach, arms, chest,
face and head.   Professional practices.

ASIAN SPA TRAINING SERIES VOLUME 2
Nusantara Traditional Massage
GFTTDVDNT
Introduction to Malaysian Urut Massage. History
and Origin of Malay Massage. Therapeutic Benefits. 
Basic techniques of Nusantara/Malay Massage. Step- 
by-Step techniques of invigorating Malay Massage 
style over legs, back, shoulders, stomach, arms, chest, 
face and head. Professional practices.
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ASIAN SPA TRAINING SERIES VOLUME 3
Aromatherapy Treatments 
GFTTDVDAT
Introduction to Massage and Aromatherapy. Basic 
techniques of Signature Aroma Massage. Step-by- 
Step techniques over legs posterior, back, shoulders 
and neck, legs anterior, stomach, arms, upper body 
front, face and head. Step-by-step techniques of an 
Aromatherapy Facial treatment including product 
preparation, face and shoulder massage, cleanse, 
exfoliate, masque and hydrate. Professional Practices.

ASIAN SPA TRAINING SERIES VOLUME 4
Tropical Spa Treatments 
GFTTDVDTS
Introduction to Massage, Aromatherapy and Tropical 
treatments. Step-by-Step techniques for a Full Body 
Salt Scrub followed by Step-by-Step techniques for 
a Full Body Traditional Mask treatment over legs, 
back, shoulders, stomach, chest and arms. Includes 
product preparation demonstration. Finish with Foot
Scrub & Mask and Foot Massage. Professional practices.
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ASIAN SPA TRAINING SERIES VOLUME 5
Tropical Spa Treatments - Thai Steam Bath
& Thai Herbal Compress
GFTTDVDTC
Introduction to Thai Steam Bath and Thai
Herbal Compress. Demonstration how to prepare 
Traditional Steam Tent & Herbs, guest comfort and 
safety. How to prepare Thai Compress for Steaming 
followed by Step-by-Step techniques for the application 
of Thai Herbal Compress to the legs, back, shoulder, 
neck, stomach, arms and chest. Professional practices.

ASIAN SPA TRAINING SERIES VOLUME 6
Balinese Soothing Massage Heritage
& Modern Techniques
GFTTDVDBS

Introduction to Massage, Aromatherapy and Balinese 
Massage Heritage. Basic techniques of Balinese 
Soothing Massage.  Step-by-Step techniques of  Balinese 
Soothing Massage style over legs, back, shoulders, 
stomach, arms, chest, face and head. Professional 
Practices.
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the asian spathe asian spa
training dvd seriestraining dvd series



for more information
please log into our website

www.biossentials.com

refresh and enhancerefresh and enhance
your spa, body and beauty care services withyour spa, body and beauty care services with

biossentials professional training dvd series.biossentials professional training dvd series.
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spa services
BIOSSENTIALS SPA CONSULTING AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Our industry experience and insights together with a passion for excellence assists to deliver 
unique and inspired spa environments that reflect health and wellness thru a fine balance of 
eastern and western philosophies. Our dedication to work closely with nature creates inviting 
and unique spa experiences thru a customised and holistic approach to spa treatments and 
services. In each working relationship, no matter how large or small, we ensure a high level of 
professionalism and commitment together with a personalised, friendly and flexible approach.
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For new spa concepts, we believe collaboration 
is an important part of the process for a successful 
outcome. We work closely with spa owners and 
operators starting from initial design concept 
through to project completion including:

● Spa concept creation
● Detailed design and finishing
● Treatment development
● Spa equipment selection
● Menu & product creation
● Staff training & procedures 
● Spa operations & management
● Spa financial considerations
● Retail products & branding
● Marketing, sales, PR
● Spa collaterals 
● Support materials

For established spas, our inspired and innovative 
approach revitalises and reinvigorates operations. 
A series of review and evaluation assessments 
are carried out to determine the requirements 
needed to meet management objectives. 
Information is reviewed, evaluated and collated.
A strategic report follows that outlines observations, 
recommendations and strategies including time 
lines to achieve the desired results.



PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

The products utilised in spa treatments play an 
important role for the wellbeing of guests and 
staff as well as quality of service provided for
an exceptional  spa experience.

Developed by health professionals for the 
professional spa industry, Biossentials provides 
a range of professional spa products and 
services to leading hotels, spas and wellness 
centres around the globe. Our passion for 
nature is reflected in every product in our 
range. We realise that each property has 
its unique requirements and needs and the 
strength of our multi-functional and diverse 
range is the personalised and unique spa 
menus and options that can be created. In-
house aromatherapy & product development 
experts also provide signature scent and 
product development for our clients. 

TRAINING

We believe people are the most important
part of the guests spa experience.

● Excellence in training is our passion. 
● Staff training is our number one priority
customised to individual spa situations.
● Pre-operational environments require
adaptability, flexibility and understanding. 
● Maintaining excellence in training throughout 
the pre-opening period is vital to a successful 
spa opening.
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Copyright © 2024 Biossentials. All Rights Reserved.
No parts of this material may be reproduced, copied, distributed, modified

or published without prior written permission of Biossentials Limited.

The information contained herein is for reference purposes only. The reader shall use their 
independent judgement in determining its appropriateness for a particular purpose or use.

No content, product description or information given is intended as a substitude for professional 
or medical advice. No warranty, expressed or implied, is made or intended, and no legal liability 

or responsibility can be accepted with regards to said information or any
consequences arising from its use.

www.biossent ia ls.com




